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ZULKARNAIN WISNU CAHYONO
ABSTRACT

Zulkarnain Wisnu Cahyono. A320090202. “A PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS OF IMPERATIVE SENTENCES IN THE SONG OF MR.BIG ALBUM”.

This research is aimed at describing locution and illocution act derived from imperative utterances and classifying illocutionary act from imperative utterances.

In collecting data, the writer uses documentation method by selecting imperative utterance. In describing locution and illocutionary act, the writer refers to the context of situation proposed by Austin.

Having analyzed the data, the writer found that speech act theory which can be found in album of Mr.Big. Based the research finding, the writer found 35 locutions from 18 song there are, the song, “addicted to that rush” contains 1 locution, 2.8%. The song “colorado bulldog” contains 1 locution, 2.8%. Th song tittle “green tinted sixted mind” contains 3 locutions, 8.5%. In the tittle song “just take my heart” found a locution, 2.8%. In the song tittle “Rock and Roll Over” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The tittle song “Seven Impossible Day” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. In song “take cover” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “To Be With You” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “wild world” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “Mr.Big” contains 3 locutions, 8.5%. The song tittle “Blame On My Youth” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “30 Days In the Hole” contains a locution, 2.8%. The song tittle “Take A Walk” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “Lucky This Time” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “Electrified” contains 3 locutions, 8.5%. The song tittle “Alive and Kickin” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “How Can You Do What You Do” contains 2 locutions, 5.7%. The song tittle “I Get The Felling ” contains 2 locations, 5.7%. And illocutionary act are representative 8.3%, directive 83.4%, commissive 5.6%, expresive 2.7%.

Key word: pragmatics, speech act, imperative utterances.
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